Visually induced motion perception and visual control of postural sway in congenital nystagmus.
In congenital nystagmus (CN) the threshold for detecting motion of visual objects is increased. To determine whether this increase is due to a deterioration of visual motion signals or whether visual-vestibular interactions (which are necessary to judge object-motion in space) are also involved we examined how CN patients use visual motion signals to evaluate self-motion in perceptual and behavioral tasks. Using an optokinetic drum we measured the minimum optokinetic acceleration necessary to induced motion perception of the visual environment in CN patients. This threshold was significantly elevated in the CN patients compared with normals (20.1 deg/s2 to 3.25 deg/s2). We further addressed the question whether the elevation of this threshold is due to a deficiency in evaluating visual motion in general or to a specific modification affecting the percept of visual object-motion with respect to the inertial reference only. We thus measured the latency of visually induced self-motion perception, which was found to be very similar or even slightly smaller (1.7 +/- 0.7 s) compared with normals (2.2 +/- 1.7 s). Moreover, subjects with CN were found to use vision quite efficiently for the visual stabilization of posture (Romberg quotient 2.0 +/- 1.16), even if they did not reach the level of normals (Romberg quotient 3.7 +/- 1.1). The results indicate that CN affects the estimate of object-motion in a specific and much more severe way than the estimate of self-motion. The minimal effect of CN on self-motion perception can be explained by the low pass characteristics of the optokinetic input to self-motion perception. The specific deficiency in detecting object-motion indicates that adaptation to CN occurs on the level of visual--vestibular interactions for the perception of visual object-motion and not on the level of visual motion signals.